NEW BOOKS IN ORNITHOLOGY

Christopher W. Thompson, Book Review Editor

Beginning with this issue, we provide a bibliography of recent books in avian biology. This list includes publications in English in 1992, with compilation completed on October 31. Names enclosed in parentheses are United States, Canadian or United Kingdom distributors for books published outside of the U.S., Canada and/or the U.K. Annotations enclosed in square brackets are those of the Book Review Editor and are intended to clarify the content of the publication.


Newman, K. 1992. Birds of Malawi. Southern Book Publishers, South Africa. 110 pp. [Designed to be used in conjunction with Newman’s (1991) "Birds of South Africa"; it contains a complete annotated checklist of the birds of Malawi, but plates and descriptions only of the 60 species not found in South Africa].


Ogilvie, M. 1992. The birds of Islay [Scotland], including when and where to find them. Privately
neapoli, MN, 211 pp. [discussion about more than 60 species of northern birds, representing 18 orders and most families of birds. 100 color photos].


SCOTT, P. 1992. The art of Peter Scott: images from


SIMPSON. 1992. In search of sparrows


I am very grateful to David Hutchinson of Flora and Fauna Books (121 First Avenue South, Seattle, WA 98104), Allen Hale of Buteo Books (Route 1, Box 242, Shipman, VA 22971), Chris and Christine Johnson of St. Ann’s Books (Rectory House, 26 Priory Road, Great Malvern, Worcestershire, WR14 3DR, England), and Andrew Johnson of the Bird and Wildlife Bookshop (2-4 Princes Arcade, Picadilly, London SW1Y 6DS, England) for supplying me with information regarding many of the publications cited in the 1992 bibliography (above).